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The positions in Google are decided by a special formula called PageRank. If you are trying to

To do this you are probably going to need to know a little bit about how PageRank works. Can y

Basically, the way PageRank works is that every time a website links to yours it is counted as

The twist is that websites with a higher PageRank have votes that count for more. If msn.com s
Of course, this is unlikely, so how do we realistically increase our page ranks?

The first step is one of habit. If you regularly post on blogs, or comments on them, or on for

The second step is a little more active. Link exchanges are a very good way to increase PageRa

You set up a page on your website called "Links" and that will be where you put all of your li

Any directories of websites like yours or even websites in general should have your link on th
If you can provide any other service for webmasters that allows you to put something on their

Avoid "FFA"s or link "Free For Alls" at all costs because they are a waste of time and/or mone

However, search engines like Google do not check just the amount of links leading to your webs

Use of FFAs may work to increase your page rank but it is definitely working very hard for lit

Sometimes banner exchanges are a good idea but that requires that you go to the effort to desi
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